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Goal of Seminar & Introductions

The COVID-19 pandemic and related losses, disruptions, and stressors have had major 
effects on our mental health. This seminar will provide strategies for coping with feelings of 
stress and anxiety for guardians, as well as the ways we can support the young people in our 

lives as they navigate their own worries about the pandemic.

The USR counseling team is here to offer guidance as 
we return to our school community.  

Families, please consider us as a resource to utilize, and 
a safe haven for the students in the school system.
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How COVID-19 Is Affecting Mental Health and Stress 

Unique aspect of a pandemic as a traumatic event:

● COVID-19 presents all of us with uncertainty about the unknown.
● The unpredictability of the disease, its invisibility and the “bookend” effect 

all contribute to our stress and anxiety about COVID.
● We crave predictability. Anxiety is related to the fear of the unknown.
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         How COVID Is Affecting Mental Health and Stress

General population
Stress during an infectious disease outbreak can sometimes cause the following:

● Fear and worry about your own health and the health of your loved ones, your financial 
situation or job, or loss of support services you rely on.

● Changes in eating patterns.
● Difficulty sleeping or concentrating.
● Worsening of chronic health problems.
● Worsening of mental health conditions.
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 Common Reactions/Fears/Stress Related to COVID 

Emotional reactions may include:

● Mixed emotions, including grief, anxiety, etc.
● Stress of people  monitoring themselves, or being monitored by others (screenings, 

isolation etc.) 
● Sadness, anger, or frustration because friends or loved ones have fears of getting the 

disease from you, even though you are cleared to be around others.
● Guilt about not being able to perform normal work or parenting duties. 
● Worry about getting COVID or infecting a loved one with a compromised immune 

system.
● Other emotional or mental health changes.
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Common Concerns in Children and Youth

● Fear of family member or friend becoming ill
● Fear of becoming ill from COVID or another illness
● Fear of losing someone
● Fear of losing friendships/altered friendships
● Loss of milestone events
● Worries about family changes, finances, other negative impacts of COVID
● Loss of academic, extracurricular, or social opportunities
● Worries about aspects of social distancing
● Worries about returning to school 
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Additional Risk Factors for Children

● Pre-existing mental health condition
● Prior illness
● Prior traumatic experience
● History of abuse
● Family instability
● Loss of a loved one
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Warning Signs in Children

Preschoolers 

● Unusual clinginess
● Sleep disturbances
● Loss of appetite
● Fear of the dark
● Regression in behavior
● Withdrawal

Elementary School Children

● Irritability
● Aggressiveness
● Clinginess
● Nightmares
● Trouble eating
● School avoidance
● Poor concentration/class participation
● Withdrawal from activities and friends
● Preoccupation with questions or 

concerns about the pandemic
● Recurring fears about illness or death
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Warning Signs in Adolescents 

Adolescents 

● Sleeping/eating disturbances
● Agitation
● Increase in conflicts
● Physical complaints
● Antisocial behavior
● Poor concentration/class participation
● Withdrawal from activities and friends
● Preoccupation with questions or concerns about 

the pandemic
● Recurring fears about illness or death
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Talking to Children about COVID-19 Fears 

● Remain calm and be proactive in our conversations about COVID. Check in 
regularly, as emotions will change.

● Critical that we appropriately model how we manage our own emotions and 
stress. Our children are watching and taking in our verbal and non-verbal 
cues. 
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Talking about COVID -19 Fears/Anxieties

C.A.L.M.

C: is for calmness and to control what you can.
A: is for being available.
L: is for listening.
M: is for modeling coping with anxiety and fear.
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Talking to children about COVID-19 Fears/Anxieties Continued

● Continue to educate your child about COVID-19.
○ Be fact-based and compassionate.
○ Answer questions honestly.
○ Help older children find accurate and up-to-date information, which 

helps alleviate anxiety.
○ Be prepared to repeat information. When people are stressed they are 

not always fully attending and able to take in all information.

● Our children’s developmental stage is key to how we approach these 
conversations, what information we share, and how we share it.
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Talking to Children about COVID-19 Fears/Anxieties

● Do not express your own extreme fear or anxiety.
● Create an open, compassionate space for their questions and concerns.
● Acknowledge and validate thoughts, emotions, concerns, and reactions.
● Reassure, but do not make promises that we can’t keep (e.g. “everyone will be 

okay”, “everything will be back to normal soon”). 
● Encourage resiliency, coping and support and emphasize that we will get 

through this together (as a family unit & local, national and global 
community).

● Remind them of the positives that still exist in their lives.
● Reassure them about home/community protocols and new school-based 

health and safety protocols.
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          Coping Strategies for Adults 

1. Practice good sleep hygiene. Yes, there IS such a thing as sleep hygiene, which includes techniques such as having a 
consistent sleep and wake up time, avoiding caffeinated and alcoholic drinks close to bedtime, practicing getting into 
a relaxed state when you go to bed, and shutting off electronic devices.

2. Give yourself regular breaks. Take a walk, stop working and eat a good dinner  or talk with a friend. Give your mind a 
moment to rest and reorganize. Taking breaks actually makes you more efficient, more energetic, and better able to 
tackle the challenges in front of you.

3. Regularly practice self-soothing techniques. Think about the 5 senses, and this will give you clues as to how you can 
give yourself comfort. What works for you? Listening to music, watching a movie, getting a massage, relaxation, yoga 
are all on the long list of possible ways to self-soothe. Make efforts to include these strategies in your daily routine as 
they will help you cope with stress and prevent becoming more stressed.

4. Exercise regularly. Ironically, exercise is one of the first things to fall by the wayside, yet is one of the most important 
coping techniques in terms of reducing tension and increasing energy! No matter how stressed and frantic you are 
feeling, remember that a brisk 20 minute walk will likely help.

5. Maintain a healthy diet. When your mind is full of worries and pressures, many people find that they slip into 
“mindless eating” (eating whatever is immediately available, or craving carbs and sweets for a quick, but 
unsustainable, burst of energy). Maintain a balanced diet of foods that provide a more constant source of energy.

6. Establish routines: Establish a schedule that works for you and try to stick with it; consistency eases anxiety. 14



Coping Strategies for Children

*Toss your worries away activity: have child/student write down worries- toss away- a lesson of     
letting go & moving on
* Keep a worry journal
* 5-4-3-2-1 Grounding Technique
* Disappearing Thought Technique
* Finger to Thumb Activity
* Deep breathing, sensory items, calming techniques, practice mindfulness
* Taking breaks as a family; walks, bike rides, connecting to nature, coloring, art activities
* Maintaining structures/routines and healthy lifestyle

Great sites/apps: 
Head Space, Go Noodle, Calm.Com, 
Shine, Cosmic Kids Yoga, Moodnotes (app)
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https://www.headspace.com/mindfulness/activities-for-kids
https://www.gonoodle.com/
https://www.calm.com/
https://join.shinetext.com/
https://www.cosmickids.com/


When to Seek Help
Reach out for help if your child exhibits significant changes in behavior and/or 

any of the aforementioned warning signs for more than 2 weeks.

● For School-based anxiety & other concerns - Contact your child’s school counselor 
for ideas, insight/consultation.

● Find out who your child’s safe person is in the building: Maybe a Counselor, Nurse, 
Child Study Team member, Teacher, Paraprofessional, Principal.
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USR School Counseling Team

Reynolds School Cavallini School
Ms. Stefanie Slacin Ms. Margaret Donnelly
Email: sslacin@usrschoolsk8.com Email: mdonnelly@usrschoolsk8.com 

Bogert School Ms. Brigette Uzar
Ms. Sara Senger Email: buzar@usrschoolsk8.com 
Email: ssenger@usrschoolsk8.com

District-wide
Ms. Katherine Baker
Email: kbaker@usrschoolsk8.com 
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Parenting Resources 

● COVID-19 Parenting Tips - UNICEF
● Grief and Loss
● National Association of School Psychologists (NASP) COVID Resource 

Center
● Mental Health America 
● Calming Anxiety in Children
● A Kid’s Guide to Coronavirus (American Psychological Association)
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https://www.unicef.org/coronavirus/covid-19-parenting-tips
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/stress-coping/grief-loss.html#children
https://www.nasponline.org/resources-and-publications/resources-and-podcasts/covid-19-resource-center
https://www.nasponline.org/resources-and-publications/resources-and-podcasts/covid-19-resource-center
https://mhanational.org/covid19
https://copingskillsforkids.com/calming-anxiety
https://www.apa.org/pubs/magination/kids-guide-coronavirus-ebook.pdf


Additional Resources

Crisis Text Line
 Text “NJ” to 741741 to connect with a Crisis Counselor (24/7)

Mental Health Urgent Care Clinic (CBHCare)
201-957-1800 (24/7)

2nd Floor Youth Helpline (Ages 10-24)
www.2ndfloor.org  

Call or text, 24/7: 888-222-2228
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https://cbhcare.com/
http://www.2ndfloor.org


Additional Resources
Free Emotional Support 

Call 866-202-HELP (4357) OR Text NJHOPE to 4357
(multilingual service available)

7 Days/Week, 8am - 8pm

NJ Children’s System of Care
PerformCare

Connects young people and their families to the care they need to be well.
Assistance available 24/7

877-652-7624
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http://www.performcarenj.org/

